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Dear Ms. Atkinson:

Please consider this correspondence the State of Nevada's application for the distribution of the
two-third's portion, $51,291,608.00, of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,
Unemployment Modernization Incentive Payments in accordance with Section 2003(a) of Public
Law 111-5.

This request is based on the provisions of Section 2003(a) of Public Law 111-5 that provides
incentive payments to states. Nevada's Unemployment Insurance program allows for the
payment of benefits under two of the four provisions delineated in the Assistance for
Unemployed Workers and Struggling Families Act included in Title II of Division B of Public
Law No. 111-5.

I hereby certify that Nevada's Unemployment Insurance Compensation law, policy and
procedures allow for the payment of Unemployment Insurance benefits under the following
conditions, if otherwise eligible:

I) Unemployment Insurance benefits is payable to certain individuals seeking only part-time
work.

2) An individual is not disqualified from Unemployment Insurance benefits for separations
due to certain compelling family reasons.

Enclosed please find documentation which demonstrates that Nevada's Unemployment
Insurance Program allows for the payment of benefits under these two circumstances through the
flexibility provided in the state's governing statutes and the program's administrative policies
and procedures.

(NSPO Rev. 8-07)

500 E. Third Street • Carson City, Nevada 89713· (775) 684-0420 • Fax (775) 684-0344
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Furthermore, with this letter, I certify that these provisions within Nevada's Unemployment
Insurance program and the administrative practices are not subject to automatic discontinuation
(sunset provisions). Nevada's application is submitted in good faith with the intention of
providing benefits to unemployed workers who meet the eligibility provisions on which the
application is based.

The State of Nevada's Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation intends to use
these incentive funds provided for in this incentive to pay Unemployment Insurance benefits.

If you have any questions regarding this application, please feel free to contact me at (775) 684
3909.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Jones
Deputy Director, DETR/ Administrator, ESD
Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation

CAJ:bt
Enclosures

cc: Larry 1. Mosley, Director
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Dear Ms. Atkinson:

Please consider this correspondence the State of Nevada's application for the distribution of the
two-third's portion, $51,291,608.00, of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,
Unemployment Modernization Incentive Payments in accordance with Section 2003(a) of Public
Law 111-5.

This request is based on the provisions of Section 2003(a) of Public Law 111-5 that provides
incentive payments to states. Nevada's Unemployment Insurance program allows for the
payment of benefits under two of the four provisions delineated in the Assistance for
Unemployed Workers and Struggling Families Act included in Title II of Division B of Public
Law No. 111-5.

I hereby certify that Nevada's Unemployment Insurance Compensation law, policy and
procedures allow for the payment of Unemployment Insurance benefits under the following
conditions, if otherwise eligible:

1) Unemployment Insurance benefits is payable to certain individuals seeking only part-time
work.

2) An individual is not disqualified from Unemployment Insurance benefits for separations
due to certain compelling family reasons.

Enclosed please find documentation which demonstrates that Nevada's Unemployment
Insurance Program allows for the payment of benefits under these two circumstances through the
flexibility provided in the state's governing statutes and the program's administrative policies
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Furthemiore, with this letter, I certify that these provisions within Nevada's Unemployment
Insurance program and the administrative practices are not subject to automatic discontinuation
(sunset provisions). Nevada's application is submitted in good faith with the intention of
providing benefits to unemployed workers who meet the eligibility provisions on which the
application is based.

The State of Nevada's Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation intends to use
these incentive funds provided for in this incentive to pay Unemployment Insurance benefits.

If you have any questions regarding this application, please feel free to contact me at (775) 684
3909.

Sincerely,

~t~
Cynthia Jones
Deputy Director, DETRJAdministrator, ESD
Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation

CAJ:bt
Enclosures
cc: Larry J. Mosley, Director



State of Nevada, Department of Ernployment, Training and Rehabilitation
Two-Thirds Application for Modernization Incentive Payments

Requirement Number 1 - Unemployment compensation is payable to certain individuals
seeking only part-time work.

Section 612.375 of the Nevada Revised Statutes states in part, "oo.(c) He is able to work, and
is available for work, ... " This statute does not define whether the claimant must seek full
time work, only that the claimant must be available for work.

Since 1997, the State of Nevada allowed for those seeking part-time employment in certain
circumstances to be considered meeting the availability provisions. Because recent economic
conditions have created an increase in part-time employment, Nevada has expanded the
Agency's interpretation of its availability provisions.

a. A high school student has a legal duty to attend school. This attendance may limit the
student's availability for some shifts of work or prohibit working full-time. In these
cases, the individual would be allowed to seek and accept part-time work.

b. Individuals with medical problems may be restricted to part-time work, and an individual
may be found eligible to seek and accept part-time work while receiving benefits. In
certain circumstances, which would be similar to an individual seeking full-time work,
individuals may need to provide medical documentation supporting a doctor's advice to
work only part-time or that they can perform the type of work seeking within their
limitations.

c. An individual has an established history of part-time employment (majority of weeks
worked in the base period are part-time), will be allowed to conduct a work search that is
for part-time employment. Benefits will not be denied if an individual refuses full time
employment.

References:

1. VI Memo 97-5,
2. VI Memo 2009-07, Amendment to VI Memo 2009-04,
3. NRS 612.375,
4. Manual of Operations, Section 4724.22,
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State of Nevada
DEPARTMENTOF EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING & REHABILITATION

EMPLOYMENT SECURITYDNISION

MEMORANDUM

TO: ALL LOCAL OFFICE MANAGERS

FROM: Harry Bradley, Chief ofBenefi~

DATE: AprilS, 1997

SUBJECT: UI MEMO 97·5 • AVAILABIUTY ISSUES

Background: In the early implementation of unemployment benefits, the labor market
for the unemployed was mostly full time employment. As a result, the precedent cases
involving individuals' availability for work generally found that a person desirous of or
restricted to working part time would not meet the availability requirements.

Department policy currently reflects these precedent caseswith a few exceptions.

While the majority of work remains full-time, the economic changes occurring within the
country is slowly alerting the labor market and the prevalence of part time employment is
increasing. This UI Memo addresses Division policy regarding availability of individuals
attending high school and individuals with medical restrictions.

1. A high school student has a legal duty to attend school. This attendance may limit
the student's availability for some shifts of work or prohibit working a full shift.

2. Individuals with medical problems may out of necessity restrict the hours they are
available for work 'due to a lack of ability to work full time. Medical documents are
required to verify the person has been advised by a doctor to work only part time.

To determine whether the above claimants meet the availability requirements, fact finding
must include the labor market conditions for the type of work being sought. The prevalence
of part time work within the occupation and the fact the claimant is qualified to perform the
type of work being sought is required. The efforts to seek work, at the time of the interview,
will also be documented.

When the facts indicate that the occupation being sought is plentiful in the labor market and
an ~dequate search for work is being made, the individuals may meet the availability
requi.rements. In each case, the claimant must be advised of the active seek work requirements
in the specific occupation; keeping a record of the contacts made for work; and, that their
work search will be verified by local office personnel.
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The need for work search verification will be detennined by the adjudicator or by personnel
in the local office and conducted in the local office. The scheduled verification of the work
search interview will be documented on the BC99 and any pertinent documents in the
adjudication center will be returned to the local offices. An in-person (IP) date will be input
into the computer records. When the individual reports to the local office, work search
verification must be performed. Any issues discovered during the verification process will be
scheduled for adjudication in the usual manner. When local offiCepersonnel determine the
claimant is complying with Division requirements, further follow-up need not occur. The
local office personnel may schedule further follow-up action as required.

In the event that full time suitable work is offered and refused by these claimants, good cause
may exist for the refusal when the reason for the refusal is due to the restrictions mentioned
abov~.

This policy is effective immediately.
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Nevada Department of Employment,
Training and Rehabilitation

MEMORANDUM

VI Centers/Integrity Managers and Supervisors

Theresa Nicks, ESD Program ChieflUISS

May 22, 2009

VI Memo - 2009-07, Amended VI Memo 2009-04
Availability for Seeking Part Time Work Decisions
NRS.612.375,
Manual of Operations, Section 4724.22

Please share the following information with the appropriate staff.

This memorandum is intended to clarify the questions about current law and policy concerning a
claimant seeking part-time work. This will also address the requirement that the division provide a
quality determination for such cases.

Background: In earlier implementation of Unemployment Insurance benefits, the labor market for
the unemployed was mostly full time employment. As a result, the precedent cases involving
individuals' availability for work generally found that a person desirous of or restricted to working
part-time would not meet the availability requirements. Currently, policy allows high school students
and those claimants that are restricted to part time work due to medical limitations to seek only part
time work. In the case of an individual medically restricted to part-time work, medical
documentation will only be required if: (1) there is a question that the claimant's base period wages
are part-time; or (2) if there is question that the work being sought was suitable based on the
claimant's medical limitations; or (3) if there is a question that the claimant was able to work.

While the majority of work remains full-time, it has become apparent that part time employment is
increasing. NRS 612.375 applies to the eligibility and a claimant's right to appeal that determination.
There is nothing in the law that specifically states that an individual must seek full time work. In the
past, adjudicators and appeal referees have found that claimants who have established a history of
part time employment will be allowed to conduct a work search that is for part time employment.
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To detennine whether a claimant meets the availability requirements, fact-finding must include the
labor market conditions for the type of work being sought. Has the claimant perfonned part time
work prior to the separation? How many hours each week had the claimant been working? The
claimant would have had to establish a work hjstory of part time employment to meet eligibility to
seek only part time employment. The claimant's base period wages or past pay stubs may have to be
examined to detennine this. The labor market must support that there is part time work for the
occupation the claimant is seeking, which is no different for an individual seeking full time work. In
some instances, the claimant's last period of work may have been full-time due to an increase in
hours, working a second job, or their last job was full-time. However, if the claimant is only seeking
part-time work, and the ~~9rity oiweeks worked in the base period include part-time work, benefits
will ~~_~owed. The claimant is required and must be willing to work the 's,g!!~ber of hours"
he/she had in the past and be qualified to perfonn the type of work being sought. The efforts to seek
work, at the time of the interview, must be documented whether the claimant is seeking part time or
full time work. Any additional infonnation necessary to resolve this issue will be obtained during the
adjudication telephone interview.

Pursuant to NRS 612.375, the adjudication of a claimant's non-monetary eligibility or denial for
conducting a work search that is limited to part-time work will be considered if the claimant is able
and available to work the same amount of time that they worked before the separation. In the event
that full time suitable work is offered and refused by a claimant, and the majority of weeks ~fwork in
the claimant's b~e pefiOd were part time work, then good cause will exist for the refusal. As when
adjudicating any issue, each case must be scrutinized for eligibili~"'S~~tion 4724.22, Manual of
Operations, will be updated with this infonnation.

The detennination of a claimant's eligibility for Unemployment Insurance benefits is a critical UI
program function. The adjudicator is responsible for detennining the claimant's rights for those
benefits. The decision will be written to demonstrate that the adjudicator acted with reasonable
assurance that the detennination of eligibility was consistent with the application of state law and
policy.

Please direct any questions regarding this memorandum to UISS through a PPI on Sharepoint.
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NRS 612.375 General conditions; reductions in benefits.
I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2 of NRS 612.3774, an unemployed person is eligible to receive

benefits with respect to any week only if the Administrator finds that:
(a) He has registered for work at, and thereafter has continued to report at, an office of the Division in such a

manner as the Administrator prescribes, except that the Administrator may by regulation waive or alter either or
both of the requirements of this paragraph for persons attached to regular jobs and in other types of cases or
situations with respect to which he finds that compliance with those requirements would be oppressive or
inconsistent with the purposes of this chapter.

(b) He has made a claim for benefits in accordance with the provisions ofNf5"SQ 12.450 and 612.455.
(c) He is able to work, and is available for work, but no claimant may be considered ineligible with respect to

any week of unemployment for failure to comply with the provisions of this paragraph if his failure is because of an
illness or disability which occurs during an uninterrupted period of unemployment with respect to which benefits are
claimed and no work has been offered the claimant which would have been suitable before the beginning of the
illness and disability. No otherwise eligible person may be denied benefits for any week in which he is engaged in
training approved pursuant to 19 V.S.C. § 2296 or by the Administrator by reason of any provisions of this chapter
relating to availability for work or failure to apply for, or a refusal to accept, suitable work.

(d) He has within his base period been paid wages from employers:
(1) Equal to or exceeding I 1/2 times his total wages for employment by employers during the quarter of his

base period in which his total wages were highest; or
(2) In each of at least three of the four quarters in his base period .

•.••If a person fails to qualify for a weekly benefit amount of one twenty-fifth of his high-quarter wages but can
qualify for a weekly benefit amount of $1 less than one twenty-fifth of his high-quarter wages, his weekly benefit
amount must be $1 less than one twenty-fifth of his high-quarter wages. No person may receive benefits in a benefit
year unless, after the beginning of the next preceding benefit year during which he received benefits, he performed
service, whether or not in "employment" as defined in this chapter and earned remuneration for that service in an
amount equal to not less than 3 times his basic weekly benefit amount as determined for the next preceding benefit
year.

2. In addition to fulfiIIing the requirements set forth in subsection I, an unemployed person who has been
determined to be likely to exhaust his regular benefits and to need services to assist in his reemployment, pursuant to
the system of profiling established by the Administrator pursuant to 42 V.S.C. § 503, is eligible to receive benefits
with respect to any week only if he participates in those services to assist in his reemployment, unless the
Administrator determines that:

(a) The unemployed person has completed his participation in those services; or
(b) There is a justifiable cause for the person's failure to participate in those services.
3. For any week in which a claimant receives any pension or other payment for retirement, including a

governmental or private pension, annuity or other, similar periodic payment, except as otherwise provided in
subsection 4, the amount payable to the claimant under a plan maintained by a base-period employer or an employer
whose account is chargeable with benefit payments must:

(a) Not be reduced by the amount of the pension or other payment if the claimant made any contribution to the
pension or retirement plan; or

(b) Be reduced by the entire proportionate weekly amount of the pension or other payment if the employer
contributed the entire amount to the pension or retirement plan.

4. The amount of the weekly benefit payable to a claimant must not be reduced by the pension offset in
subsection 3 if the services performed by the claimant during the base period, or the compensation he received for
those services, from that employer did not affect the claimant's eligibility for, or increase the amount of, the pension
or other payment, except for a pension paid pursuant to the Social Security Act or Railroad Retirement Act of 1974,
or the corresponding provisions of prior law, which is not eligible for the exclusion provided in this subsection and
is subject to the offset provisions of subsection 3.

5. As used in this section, "regular benefits" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 612.377.
[4:129:1937; A 1939, 115; 1941,412; 1945,299; 1947,413; 1949,277; 1951,339; 1955, 698]-(NRS A 1965,

107; 1971,751, 1359; 1973, 1358; 1975,999; 1977,898; 1981,688; 1985, 160; 1989,1245,2126; 1991, 145; 1993,
536, 1819; 1995, 62, 579)
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State of Nevada Unemployment Insurance
Manual of Operations Section 4700 - Policy

4724.22 AVAilABILITY OF CLAIMANTS SEEKING PART-TIME
WORK

While the majority of work remains full-time, there are economic changes
occurring within the country and the frequency of part-time employment is..
IncreaSIng.

There are several situations that may arise which may allow an individual to seek
only part-time work as part of their work search program.

1. A high school student has a legal duty to attend school. This attendance may
limit the student's availability for some shifts of work or prohibit working a full
shift. A high school student must seek work and their work search will not be
waived.

2. Individuals with medical problems may be restricted to part-time work.
Medical documents may be required to verifY the person has been advised by a
doctor to work only part-time. The circumstances that may require medical
documentation would be the following: (1) If there is a question that the
claimant's base period wages are part-time; or (2) if the work being sought was
suitable based on the claimant's medical limitations; or (3) if there was a question
that the claimant was able to work.

3. It will be necessary to review all claimants that are on a limited work search
solely for part-time employment. Part-time employment is on an increase and
where previously there would be an availability issue, we will allow claimants to
seek part-time work. To determine whether a claimant meets the availability
requirements, fact-finding must include the labor market conditions for the type of
work being sought. Has the claimant performed part time work prior to the
separation? How many hours each week had the claimant been working? The
claimant would have had to establish a work history of part time employment to
meet eligibility to seek only part time employment. The claimant's base period
wages or past pay stubs may have to be examined to determine this. The labor
market must support that there is part time work for the occupation the claimant is
seeking, which is no different for an individual seeking full time work. In some
instances, the claimant's last period of work may have been full-time due to an
increase in hours, working a second job, or their last job was full-time. However,
if the claimant is only seeking part-time work, and the majority of weeks worked
in the base period include part-time work, benefits will be allowed. The claimant
is required and must be willing to work the same number of hours he/she had in
the past and be qualified to perform the type of work being sought. The efforts to
seek work, at the time of the interview, must be documented whether the claimant
is seeking part time or full time work.

To determine whether claimants seeking part-time work meet the availability
requirements, fact-finding must include the labor market conditions for the type of
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State of Nevada Unemployment Insurance
Manual of Operations Section 4700 - Policy

work being sought. Since part-time work is becoming common within the labor
market, the occupation and the fact the claimant is qualified to perform the type of
work being sought is required. The efforts to seek work, at the time of the
interview, will also be documented. The adjudicator must keep in mind that the
work search requirements for an individual seeking part-time work will be the
same for someone seeking full-time work.

When the facts indicate that the occupation being sought is plentiful in the labor
market and an adequate search for work is being made, the individuals will meet
the availability requirements. In each case, the claimant must be advised of the
active seek work requirements in the specific occupation; keeping a record of the
contacts made for work; and, that their work search may be verified by
department personnel.

In the event that full time suitable work is offered and refused by a claimant, and
the majority of weeks of work in the claimant's base period were part time work,
then good cause will exist for the refusal.

The decision will be written to demonstrate that the adjudicator acted with
reasonable assurance that the determination of eligibility was consistent with the
application of the state law and policy.
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State of Nevada, Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation
Two-Thirds Application for Modernization Incentive Payments

Requirement Number 2 - An individual is not disqualified from unemployment
compensation for separations due to certain compelling family reasons.

Section 612.380 of the Nevada Revised Statutes states in part, "1. Except as otherwise
provided in subsection 2, a person is ineligible for benefits for the week in which he has
voluntarily left his last or next to last employer: (a) Without good cause, if so found by the
Administrator, ... " Good cause is not defined in Nevada law, but is generally held to mean
that an individual had reasons so urgent and compelling that they had no other alternative but
to quit and that they exhausted all reasonable recourse prior to quitting.

In 1981, Section NRS 612.415, commonly known as the "domestic quit" provision, was
repealed. Prior to this action, most individuals who left employment to marry or to
accompany a spouse to another area were denied benefits. However, the Division's policy
has been expanded to include a finding of good cause when an individual quits for the
following "compelling family" (domestic) reasons even if there were other alternatives
available:

a. An individual, who quits employment to accompany their spouse to a new location
because it would be impractical to commute, has been a valid reason to find in favor of
the claimant. The area and the distance that the claimant is willing to commute for work
is determined by labor market conditions for that particular area. Most adjudicators are
familiar with labor market information within Nevada. However, Local Office staff can
also provide this information when the adjudicator is not familiar with the area. On
March 9, 2006, the Division's attorney provided further interpretation ofNRS 612.380 to
allow a finding of good cause to include an individual who quits and relocates to
accompany a "partner" when a child is involved in the relationship. Since the claimant
and the partner are legally obligated to care for the child and to maintain the family unit,
good cause or a compelling reason to quit was found.

b. An individual who quits to take care of a family member who is ill or disabled is also
considered a personal compelling reason to quit. An immediate family member is
defined as spouses, parents, domestic partners, grandparents, sisters, brothers, adult
children, foster children, and minor children under the age of 18. A signed physician's
statement can be requested which documents the illness or disability of a family member.
However, if the claimant does not have a statement from a physician, other methods of
verification will be acceptable, such as a home health care provider, nurse practitioner or
a sworn statement from the individual who is ill or another family member. If the ill
person is receiving Social Security Disability, any documentation establishing that the
family member is ill or disabled is acceptable. Illness and disability means a verified
illness or disability which necessitates the care of the ill person for a period of time
longer than the employer is willing to grant leave (paid or otherwise).

Even if the ill or disabled family member could have moved in with the claimant or into
an assisted care facility, if the family or the family member chooses neither of these
options, the claimant will not be denied benefits for leaving their job to provide the care.
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State of Nevada, Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation
Two-Thirds Application for Modernization Incentive Payments

When the family member's illness or disability clearly establishes that they required care
by another individual and the employer does not accommodate the claimant's request for
time-off, a compelling reason will be established for quitting.

c. In some cases, an individual may quit because of a domestic violence situation. The
adjudicator must investigate the adverse effect of the situation on the claimant, and
attempt to contact the agency that was aware of the situation. The domestic violence
situation may also expand to include immediate family members such as spouses,
parents, domestic partners, grandparents, sisters, brothers, adult children, foster children,
and minor children under the age of 18, as the domestic violence situation may be
directed at a minor child and not the claimant. As in all voluntary quit situations, the
burden of proof will rest with the claimant to establish that they had good cause to quit.
If the claimant had reasonable belief that they were protecting themselves or an
immediate family member, and that their continued employment would jeopardize the
safety of themselves or a member of their immediate family, then good cause to quit will
be established.

d. Section 612.385 of the Nevada Revised Statutes states in part, "A person is ineligible for
benefits· ... , if he was discharged from his last or next to last employment for misconduct
connected with his work ... ". Misconduct is not defined in Nevada law, only that an
individual who is discharged for misconduct in connection with the work will be found
ineligible for benefits. Nevada Supreme Court decisions have provided further
definitions of misconduct, which are used by adjudicators and appeals referees when
rendering decisions on an individual's eligibility to receive benefits.

In Barnum vs. Williams, 84 NV 37, 436 P 2d 219 (1968), the Nevada Supreme Court
reasoned that "misconduct," within the meaning of the unemployment compensation
law, means a deliberate violation or disregard of reasonable standards. Carelessness or
negligence showing substantial disregard of duties is misconduct, while failure of
performance because of inability, ordinary negligence in isolated instances, and good
faith errors in judgment and discretion are excluded. In a later case, the Nevada
Supreme Court further refined the definition by holding that misconduct required an
"element of wrongfulness." Lellis v Archie 89 Nev. 550, at 553,516 P.2d 469 (1973).
Garman v State, Employment Security Department, 102 Nev. 563, at 565729 P.2d 1335
(1986). Most recently, the Nevada State Supreme Court has held that: "Disqualifying
misconduct occurs when an employee deliberately and unjustifiably violates or
disregards (his) employer's reasonable policy or standard or otherwise acts in such a
careless or negligent manner as to show a substantial disregard of the employer's
interests or the employee's duties and obligations to (his) employer." Clark County
School District v Bundley, 122 Nev. Adv. Rep. 119, 148 P. 3d 750, 754-755 (2006).

Nevada has, for a number of years, provided unemployment benefits to individuals who
have been discharged due to absences or tardiness because of compelling family reasons.
Nevada's policy concerning individuals who are absent or tardy because of an illness or
compelling family reason is not misconduct, when proper notice is given, even when the
absence is repeated and works hardship on the employer.
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State of Nevada, Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation
Two-Thirds Application for Modernization Incentive Payments

References:

1. VI Memo 2009-08, Amendment to VI Memo 2009-03,
2. VI Memo 2009-09,
3. NRS 612.380,
4. NRS 612.385,
5. Manual of Operations, Section 4740, Section 4740.14, and Section 4754,
6. Letter from Division's Attorney dated March 9, 2006, legal opinion, Pg 2, #4,
7. Clark County School District v Bundley, 122 Nev. Adv. Rep. 119, 148 P. 3d 750,

754-755 (2006),
8. Garman v State, Employment Security Department, 102 Nev. 563, at 565 729

P.2d 1335 (1986).
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Nevada Department of Employment,
Training and Rehabilitation

MEMORANDUM

UI Centers/Integrity Managers and Supervisors

Theresa Nicks, ESD Program Chief/UISS

May 22, 2009

UI Memo - 2009-08, Amendment to UI Memo 2009-03

V olu~uit for Domestic Violence
Reference: NRS 612.380,
Manual of Operations, Section 4740.14, Domestic Quits

Please share the following information with the appropriate staff.

This memorandum is intended to clarify questions about current law and policy concerning voluntary
quitting for "compelling family reasons". This will also address the requirement that the division
must provide a quality determination for such cases.

The adjudication of a claimant's non-monetary eligibility or denial for a voluntary quit due to
"compelling family reasons" will be written under NRS 612.380. The decision will also provide
rights to a written determination of eligibility and the claimant's right to appeal that determination.
The appeal information can be provided during a telephone interview, faxed or mailed.

Currently, NRS 612.380 states that an individual will be denied benefits for, "Leaving last or next to
last employment without good cause ... " However, there are several reasons why an individual may
quit their job for "compelling family reasons". Although the reason for quitting was personal, the
adjudicator must investigate the situation and good cause for quitting may be established.
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In some cases, the claimant quits because of a domestic violence situation. To establish that the
claimant quit with good cause, the adjudicator will need to examine the adverse effect of the situation
on the claimant. Was the reason for leaving compelling? Would a reasonably prudent person in a
similar situation have left work? How severe or immediate were the harmful circumstances to the

claimant and/or the family member?

To establish the severity of the situation or the abusive incidents brought forward by the claimant, the
agency that was involved in the situation should be contacted. If it is necessary that a message be left
with the agency, the message should request specific information about the incidents and any advice
that was given to the claimant. If the agency (police, shelters) fails to provide the information, the
claimant can also provide written statements from others. For instance, there may be a co-worker, a
family member, or a clergy member that witnessed an abusive incident.

It is not always necessary to have documentation from the agency that was involved with the
situation in order for an eligible determination to be issued. As in all voluntary quit situations, the
burden of proof will rest with the claimant to establish that they had good cause to quit and that that
their continued employment would jeopardize the safety of themselves or a member of their
immediate family. The Manual of Operations, Section 4740.14 will be updated with this information.

There are other circumstances where an individual may have to leave their employment for a
"compelling family reason", Section 4740.14, Manual of Operations regarding domestic quits
explains other situations that may require the claimant to quit. For instance, the illness or disability
of a member of the individual's immediate family or quitting to accompany a spouse that has
accepted another position. As in all domestic quits, the adjudicator must investigate and gather all
the facts before a non-monetary decision can be issued.

The determination of a claimant's eligibility for unemployment insurance benefits is a critical
unemployment insurance program function. The decision will be written to demonstrate that the
adjudicator acted with reasonable assurance that the determination of eligibility was consistent with
the application of state law and policy through interpretation ofNRS 612.380.

Please direct any questions regarding this memorandum to UISS through a PPI on Sharepoint.
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SVBJECT:

Nevada Department 01 Employment,

Training and Rehabilitation

MEMORANDUM

VI Centers Managers and Supervisors

Theresa Nicks, Chief of VISS

May 22, 2009

VI Memo - 2009-09

Dis,£!!lu:ge for Compelling Family Reasons
Reference: NRS 612.385,
Manual of Operations, Section 4754, Discharge for Compelling Family
Reasons

Please share the following information with the appropriate staff.

This memorandum is intended to inform staff about current law and policy concerning discharges for
"compelling family reasons".

The adjudication of a claimant's non-monetary eligibility for a discharge due to "compelling family
reasons" will be written under NRS 612.385. The decision will also provide rights to a written
determination of eligibility and the claimant's right to appeal that determination. The appeal
information can be provided during a telephone interview, faxed or mailed.

Currently, NRS 612.385 states in part that an individual will be denied benefits, " ... if he was
discharged from the last or next to last employment for misconduct connected with the work ... "
When an individual's separation from work is due to a "compelling family reason" that prevents
them from reporting to work, as long as reasonable notification was provided to the employer (in
most cases), misconduct will not be established and benefits will be allowed.
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May 22, 2009

Page 2 of2

A compelling family reason may be defined as an absence due to illness or disability of an immediate
family member requiring care, a domestic violence situation, or an illness or disability to the claimant
that prevents them from reporting to work. Immediate family members include spouses, minors
under the age of 18, and parents. In most cases, proper notification to the employer is required;
however, there may be some circumstances when the claimant is unable to contact the employer as
outlined in the employer's attendance policy. Individuals who are absent or tardy because of an
illness or a compelling family reason is not misconduct, when proper notice is given, even when the
absence is repeated and works hardship on the employer.

For example: A claimant's six month old baby is ill and cannot be left at a child care
center. The individual notifies the employer prior to the start of each shift that they will
not be at work that day. The claimant is unable to report to work for six consecutive days.
The claimant reports to work on her next scheduled day of work and is discharged.
Although the claimant's absence from work created a hardship for the employer, the
claimant's reasons for missing work were compelling and misconduct has not been shown.

For example: The claimant was severely beaten by her abusive spouse, and hospitalized
for three days. The claimant was not able to notify her employer until the second day that
she missed work, due to the severity of her injuries. The claimant advised the employer
that she would not be able to report to work for several more days, and continued to
contact her employer every day afterwards regarding her status. For her safety, the police
advised her to stay away from her work place and home, until her spouse was located and
arrested. Because of the claimant's time away from work, the employer had to replace her
after she missed work for two weeks. Similar to the above situation, although the
claimant's absence from work created a hardship for the employer, the claimant's reasons
for missing work were compelling and misconduct has not been shown.

In order for an individual to be disqualified under the misconduct provisions of the law, a deliberate
violation or a disregard of a reasonable standard must be established. When the separation involves a
compelling family reason, the behavior and the actions of the claimant must be carefully reviewed. If
the behavior and actions of the claimant do not constitute misconduct, then benefits will be allowed.

Section 4754, Discharge for Compelling Family Reasons has been added to the Manual of Operations
to provide guidance when adjudicating these types of separations.

The determination of a claimant's eligibility for unemployment insurance benefits is a critical
unemployment insurance program function. The decision will be written to demonstrate that the
adjudicator acted with reasonable assurance that the determination of eligibility was consistent with
the application of state law and policy through interpretation ofNRS 612.385.

Please direct any questions regarding this memorandum to UISS through a PPI on SharePoint.
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NRS 612.380 Leaving last or next to last employment without good cause or to seek other employment.
1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a person is ineligible for benefits for the week in which he has

voluntarily left his last or next to last employment:
(a) Without good cause, if so found by the Administrator, and until he earns remuneration in covered

employment equal to or exceeding his weekly benefit amount in each of 10 weeks.
(b) To seek other employment and for a]] subsequent weeks until he secures other employment or until he earns

remuneration in covered employment equal to or exceeding his weekly benefit amount in each of 10 weeks, if so
found by the Administrator.

2. A person is not ineligible for benefits solely because he left employment which was not suitable to enter
training approved pursuant to 19 U.S.c. § 2296.

3. As used in subsection 2, employment is "suitable" if the work is of a substantia]]y equal or higher level of
ski]] than the person's past adversely affected employment, and the wages are not less than 80 percent of his average
weekly wage at his past adversely affected employment.

[Part 5:129:1937; A 1939, 115; 1941,412; 1943,239; 1947,413; 1949,277; 1951,339; 1955, 698]-(NRS A
1973,1782; 1975, 1000; 1977,872; 1981,690; 1985, 163; 1993, 1823; 1997,2393)
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NRS 612.385 Discharge for misconduct. A person is ineligible for benefits for the
week in which he has filed a claim for benefits, if he was discharged from his last or next
to last employment for misconduct connected with his work, and remains ineligible until
he earns remuneration in covered employment equal to or exceeding his weekly benefit
amount in each of not more than 15 weeks thereafter as determined by the Administrator
in each case according to the seriousness of the misconduct.

[Part 5:129:1937; A 1939, 115; 1941,412; 1943,239; 1947,413; 1949,277; 1951,
339; 1955, 698]-(NRS A 1973, 1782; 1975, 1001; 1979, 1071; 1993,1823)
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State of Nevada Unemployment Insurance
Manual of Operations Section 4700 - Policy

4740

4740.14

VOLUNTARY QUIT

Section 612.380 states that a person is ineligible for benefits for the week in
which he voluntarily left his last or next-to-Iast employer without good cause, and
until he earns wages in covered employment equal to or exceeding his weekly
benefit amount in each of 10 weeks.

A claimant may be determined eligible for quitting employment if it can be
established that he/she quit for good cause .

• Good cause is established if the claimant quit for a personal reason that
is "compelling" in nature .

• Good cause may also be established if the claimant quit due to sub
standard working conditions, i.e. not receiving proper payment, unsafe
working conditions, harassment, and change of work schedule.

Note: If the claimant quit due to working conditions, the employer
MUST be contacted by the adjudicator.

In most cases, good cause cannot be established if the claimant failed to exhaust
all available and reasonable alternatives prior to quitting.

DOMESTIC QUITS (Compelling Family Reasons)

Domestic quit issues will be adjudicated under NRS 612.380. A domestic quit is
a quit due to family circumstances or for "compelling family reasons".

The following guidelines based on precedents and legal opinions will be used in
the adjudication of these cases.

If a person leaves employment because of the reasons of the spouse or
partner, the case must be decided on the basis of whether the decision
made by the couple, for the couple, is good cause. To maintain the family
unit, the couple must be treated as an indivisible unit. The family unit can
consist of married couples, couples (natural parents) who establish a home
with their natural child, or same-sex partners who are both legally
responsible for a child.

Therefore, if the spouse or partner (with children involved) accepts a new
job in another location, and the claimant's decision to quit to follow, good
cause may be established. The adjudicator will consider whether it was
impractical for the claimant to commute from the new location to the work
place. Another consideration would be the date that the claimant quit to
relocate in relation to when the spouse or partner moved to start the new
work. Ifthere is a considerable gap of time, then the claimant should be
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State of Nevada Unemployment Insurance
Manual of Operations Section 4700 - Policy

questioned about the delay. This questioning is necessary to pinpoint the
final reason that caused the claimant to quit. Each separation will be
examined to determine if leaving was a compelling reason to quit. In
deciding unemployment compensation cases, a couple must be considered
as a unit, and an important consideration is maintaining the family unit.

Other factors must be considered, such as any separation of the family unit and
what compelled the quit at the given time. Separations that occur due to a desire
as opposed to a compelling need may not lend themselves to a finding of
eligibility. For example, if the claimant remained behind in order to be able to
sell the family home that may in fact be a compelling need.

For example: A couple mutually decided to relocate so the spouse could enroll in
law school out of state. There was no law school in their area. Claimant quit
without good cause, because the record shows no urgent or compelling need for
the spouse to attend school.

For example: A wife who quits and relocates with a husband who has been
permanently transferred by his company to maintain the family unit. In this case,
good cause for leaving would be found. However, a wife who is employed but
quits to move with an unemployed husband who is looking for work would
usually be a quit without good CaUSe.

For example: Another situation would be a couple who is not married but has a
child together and each of these persons is legally obligated to care for the child.
The company transfers one partner and the other partner quits to maintain the
family unit. This will be determined as good cause for quitting one's
employment.

Individuals who quit to relocate with a spouse or partner must establish, by
preponderance of the evidence that the following situations apply:

1. There is a legal marriage in place at the time of the quit to relocate or;
2. Couples who are not married, but have a biological or adopted child, where both parties

are parents;
3. The claimant had to quit to maintain the family unit as commuting from the new location

was not practical.

Preponderance of the evidence does not require hard documentation.
Preponderance of the evidence can be established by gathering sufficient facts to
issue a reasonable and prudent determination. Information such as name of the
new employer and date of employment can be used to develop the fact-finding
required to pay benefits.

If the claimant makes consistent statements throughout the fact finding interview
that would normally lead to a conclusion that that the claimant quit to relocate
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State of Nevada Unemployment Insurance
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with a spouse or partner that accepted another job, then generally a conclusion can
be made that the claimant quit with good cause.

Documentation may be required when any of the following situations arises (these are examples
only, guidelines as to scenarios which may dictate that obtaining documentation of statements is
prudent and protects the integrity of the determination):

1. Claimant's statements are inconsistent, changing the story in the middle of the interview,
such as stating a spouse or partner relocated to take a job as opposed to look for a job.

2. Improper time frame, such as claimant waiting a year before quitting and relocating to
join her spouse or partner, or claimant lacks sufficient knowledge about spouse's or
partner's employment, such as name of employer, date employment began, etc.

3. In the case of an unmarried couple with no children involved, further questioning of the
claimant will be necessary to determine if this was the claimant's best option and that all
alternatives were exhausted prior to quitting (i.e. Could the claimant have continued
working until another job was secured at the new location prior to quitting? Why did the
claimant's partner choose to accept work in another location, if both were employed
where they were currently living? Could the claimant have continued to support them
self without the support of the partner? If the claimant could not have continued to live
on their own, could they have found another roommate or move in with a family
member?)

a. Another circumstance where an individual may have to leave their employment for a
"compelling family reason" could be to provide care for an ill or disabled family member
of their immediate family. An immediate family member is defined as spouses, parents,
domestic partners, grandparents, sisters, brothers, adult children, foster children, and
minor children under the age of 18. A signed physician's statement can be requested
which documents the illness or disability of a family member. However, if the claimant
does not have a statement from a physician, other methods of verification will be
acceptable, such as a home health care provider, nurse practitioner or a sworn statement
from the individual who is ill or another family member. If the ill person is receiving
Social Security Disability, any documentation establishing that the family member is ill
or disabled is acceptable. Illness and disability means a verified illness or disability
which necessitates the care of the ill person for a period of time longer than the employer
is willing to grant leave (paid or otherwise).

Even if the ill or disabled family member could have moved in with the claimant or into
an assisted care facility, if the family or the family member chooses neither of these

options, the cl~ill not be denied benefits for ~gJ.h.~i~j..2!U2..P~.
In many cases, when the family member's lllness or disability clearly establishes that they
required care by another individual and the employer does not accommodate the
claimant's request for time-off, a compelling reason will be established for quitting.

The adjudicator must question the claimant's availability to seek or accept work, whether
the claimant had to relocate or not to take care of the family member.
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The above does not apply to a voluntary quit due to domestic violence. To establish that
the claimant quit with good cause, the adjudicator will need to examine the adverse effect
of the situation on the claimant. Was the reason for leaving compelling? Would a
reasonably prudent person in a similar situation have left work? How severe or
immediate were the harmful circumstances to the claimant? The domestic violence

situation can also include a family member, such as a spouse, parents, domestic partners,
grandparents, sisters, brothers, adult children, foster children, or a minor child under the
age of 18.

To establish the severity of the abusive incidents brought forward by the claimant, the
agency that was aware of the situation should be contacted. If it is necessary that a
message be left with the agency, the message should request specific information about
the incidents and any advice that was given. If the agency (police, shelters) fails to
provide the information, the claimant can also provide written statements from others.
For instance, there may be a co-worker, a family member, or a clergy member that
witnessed an abusive incident.

It is not always necessary to have documentation from the agency that was aware of the
situation in order for an eligible determination to be issued. As in all voluntary quit
situations, the burden of proof will rest with the claimant to establish that they had good
cause to quit. If the claimant had reasonable belief that their continued employment
would jeopardize the safety of themselves or a member of their immediate family, then
good cause to quit will be established.

As in all domestic quits, the adjudicator must investigate and gather all the facts before a
non-monetary decision can be issued. See section 4754 if an individual was discharged
for a "compelling family reason."
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4754 DISCHARGE FOR COMPELLING FAMILY REASONS

When an individual's separation from work is due to a "compelling family reason"
that prevents them from reporting to work, as long as reasonable notification was
provided to the employer (in most cases), misconduct will not be established and
benefits will be allowed.

A compelling family reason may be defined as an absence due to illness or disability
of an immediate family member requiring care, a domestic violence situation, or an
illness or disability to themselves that prevents them from reporting to work.
Immediate family members include spouses, minors under the age of 18, domestic
partners, grandparents, sisters, brothers, adult children, foster children, and parents. In
most cases, proper notification to the employer is required; however, there may be
some circumstances when the claimant is unable to contact the employer as outlined in
the employer's attendance policy. Individuals who are absent or tardy because of an
illness or a compelling family reason is not misconduct, when proper notice is given,
even when the absence is repeated and works hardship on the employer.

For example: A claimant's six month old baby is ill and cannot be left at a child care
center. The individual notifies the employer prior to the start of each shift that they
will not be at work that day. The claimant is unable to report to work for six
consecutive days. The claimant reports to work on her next scheduled day of work
and is discharged. Although the claimant's absence from work created a hardship for
the employer, the claimant's reasons for missing work were compelling and
misconduct has not been shown.

For example: The claimant was severely beaten by her abusive spouse, and
hospitalized for three days. The claimant was not able to notify her employer until the
second day that she missed work, due to the severity of her injuries. The claimant
advised the employer that she would not be able to report to work for several more
days, and continued to contact her employer every day afterwards regarding her status.
For her safety, the police advised her to stay away from her work place and home,
until her spouse was located and arrested. Because of the claimant's time away from
work, the employer had to replace her after she missed work for two weeks. Similar
to the above situation, although the claimant's absence from work created a hardship
for the employer, the claimant's reasons for missing work were compelling and
misconduct has not been shown.

In order for an individual to be disqualified under the misconduct provisions of the
law, a deliberate violation or a disregard of a reasonable standard must be established.
When the separation involves a compelling family reason, the behavior and the actions
of the claimant must be carefully reviewed. If the behavior and actions of the claimant
do not constitute misconduct, then benefits will be allowed.
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Legal Opinion provided to show interpretation of Nevada's provision

for separation due to compelling family reasons.

RECE\\1ED
MAR 1 4 Z006

U. I. SUPPORT SERVICES

Denise Miller

Acting Chief of Benefits
Employment Security Division
1923 North Carson Street
Second Floor

Carson City, NY 89701

RE: Letter of February 13. 2006

Dear Denise:

(ROWEll, ~U~I01,Owrn & TAOill, lTD.
P.o. Box 1000

Carson Oty, Nevada 89702
(775) 882-1311

Fax:(775) 882-0257

J. Thomas Susich, Esq.
Crowell, Susich, Owen & Tackes. Ltd.
P.O. Box 1000

Carson City, Nevada 89702

March 9. 2006

I received a letter from you on February 13. 2006. asking me to provide you with a legal opinion
regarding various issues. We met on March 8, 2006. to discuss the issues in more detail. Please find
my responses below:

I . NRS612.375tl Xc) provides that a claimant may not be disqualified for benefits if he is unable
to search for work due to illness or disability. The words 'illness" and "disability"indicate a specific

malady which renders the person involuntarilyunable to work. Thus ifthe claimant provides a doctor's
note stating that he suffers from an illnessor disabilitywhich has rendered him unable to work then he
should not be disqualified. However. ifthe doctor provides a note which indicates that the claimant
voluntarily underwent some sort of medicai trea(ment whic.h was l\Ot n€::(55ar; ~c protect hh hc~.!t~.
then he would be ineligibleto receive benefits.

2. NRS 612.445 provides that when a claimant deliberately makes a false or misleading
statement in order to. obtain or increase his benefits he must be disqualified. The language of the
staMe is dear. It doesn't matter ifthe claimant is otherwise eligible, he must be disqualified if he made
deliberate misrepresentations in order to obtain or increase his benefits and further must be order to
repay any benefits he received.

3. NRS 612.344 allows a claimant who istemporarily disabled or is receiving money for

rehabilitation services to elect a base period for unemployment insurance purposes. The claimant may
elect his base period if he files a claim within four weeks after the disabilityor rehabilitation ends. It is
my opinion that the claimant must be given four weeks after the final decision releasing him from
rehabilitation or disabilitystatus. Intervening periods where he was released and then reinstated in a
disabilitystatus may not be counted .

•
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Denise Miller -2- March 9, 2006

4. NRS 612.380 has been interpreted to allow a finding of good cause where a spouse quits his

employment to follow his mate to another place. I believe that where a legal obligation exists, such as in a

marriage, good cause can be found in the right circumstances to justify the awarding of benefits. This would also

apply to couples who are not married. but wlio have a biological or adopted child, where both parties are

parents. Each of these persons are legally obligated to care for the child and thus keeping the family unit

together may be determined to be good cause for quitting one's employment.

5. NRS 612.475 and other statutes within Chapter 612 provide for the filing of appeals or protests within

eleven days. Under the decision of Hardin v. jones the Nevada Supreme Court held that where a notice is

mailed the recipient must be given an additional three days to account for the time necessary for the notice to

be delivered by the United States Postal Service. The time does not commence until the day after the notice is

mailed. The three days apply to the beginning of the time. not the end. Thus you don't start counting the

eleven oays until three days have elapsed after the notice was mailed. tt doesn't matter whether the third day
of the three day period falls on a non judicial day. You then count the eleven days, and if the eleventh day faUs

on a non judicial day then you must gwe the person until the next judicial day to file his appeal, etc. Non judicial

days include any days when ESD offices are dosed. While it isn't required. I believe that federal holidays which
don't match up with state holidays, when mail is not delivered, should not be counted either. I only know of

one federal holiday that is not a state holiday, that would be Columbus Day. Simply put, count fourteen days

from the day after the item was mailed. If the fourteenth day is a non judicial day, go to the next judicial day.
This is consistent with the way the court's apply the rule. Please remember that the three day period only

applies to items that are mailed. If an item is personally served on a person the eleven days commence on
the day after service is affected.

Please let me know if you have any additional questions or comments.

jTS/ms
Enclosure

cc; Cindy jones, Administrator

jim Page, Chief Referee
Donna Clark, Chief of Contributions

•
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This Nevada Supreme Court Decision is being provided to show the

state's application of misconduct provisions regarding separations

due to compelling family reasons.

\ . -- .,
.. :.,

'1~ Hev., Advance Opinion 111
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF.NEVADA

DEC 28 2006

~~
Appeal from. a district court order den,ying judicial review in

an unemployment compensation matter. Eighth Judicial District Court,

Clark County; Kenneth C. Cory, Judge.

CLARK OOUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT,
Appellant,

VB.
HARRIET BUNDLEY AND
EMPLOYMENT SECURITYDMSION,
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT,
TRAINING AND REHABILITATION,
Respondents.

No. 46726

FILED

Jteveraed and r••mSlnded with instructions ..
L. Steven Demaree, Assistant General Counsel, Las Vens,
for Appellant.

Kwnmer Kaempfer Bonner Renshaw & Ferrario and J. Thomas Susich.
Carson City,
for Respondent&.

BEFORE BECKER, HARDESTY and PARRAGumRE, JJ.

OPINION
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PER CURIAM:

In this appeal, we clarify that when an employer asserts that

a fomer amployee'& misronduct disqualifies her from .receiving

unemployment benefits, the employer bears the burden of demonstrating

that the employee's diseharge.was due to disqualifying misconduct. The

employer may do this by making an initial showing of willful misconduct

xv~ lO:~l 600~/~l/.O
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related to the employment. To avoid being disqualified from receiving

benefits, the former employee must then demonstrate that the nature of

the misconduct was not ofthe type for which disqualification is warranted.

In this case, the administrative agency failed to appropriately

detennine whether the employer haCl JXletits burden to show that ita

former employee was discharged for willful miV.f'ID.ductwith regard to her

unauthorized. absences. According]y-.we reverse the district court'8 order

denying judicial review of the admini.8trative decision awarding

unemployment compensation, and we remand this· matter to the district

court with instructions that it, in turn, remand the matter to the

administrative agency for further proceedings with regard to this issue.

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Respondent Harriet Bund1ey was discharged froDl her position

with appellant Cl8!k County School District all an "U1~bousesuspension"
teacher. According to the termination notice, Bundley was discharged for

several general reasons and. specif5••~, for being "absent without leave"

on ei~t occasio~anuary 18, 19, and 20,2005, and February 9,10,17,

18, and 24, 2005-for a total of seven fu]l days. despite having previous1y
received relevant admonishments.

Thereafter, Bundley filed for unemployment benefits, which

she was granted by respondent Employment Security Divisiml of the

Nevada DepartInent of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation. The

school district challenged Bundley.8 right to receive those benefits,

however, alleging that Bundley was discharged for misconduct in

connection with her work. Specifi.cal)y,the school district indicated that

Bundley had "excessive attendance" problems, of which she had been
warned could.lead to job loes.

2
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Before and at the subsequent adminiatrative hearing, the

aehoo1 district submitted a8 evidence mur written admQnilJhments that

Bundley had received in the fall of 2004. remindina her that &he(1) had

been absent five days since the beginning of the schoolyear, and late once;

(2) had in 80me instances notified the wrong person of her absences. and

was instead required to report any absences to, and obtain approval

therefor from, the principal or assistant principal; and (3) had, apparently

before May 26, 2004, experienced some problems with excessive absences
and/or absences taken before a sufficient amount of leave hadacc:rued.

While the school's principal stated. during the hearing. that Bundley had

been discharged for attendance problems. her teatimony focused on one

precipitating factor: Bund1ey's alleged failure to report her absences on
February 17, 18. and 24, 2005. With reprd to this issue. the principal

relayed t~t neither herself. nor the assistant principal or school
secretaries, recalled Bundley having called in on those three days.

Bundley, on the other hand., testified that she had called in to

report those absences and had spoken once to the assistant principal and

twice to the principal. She also testified that she was amsent because she

had to Bee a doctor about her broken foot and, on February 24th, to take

care of her ill daughter, whose illness 'WaSapparently the result of a

continuing medical condition of which the schoo~was aware. Bundley

averred that she had ap~lied, or ~d planned to apply, for additional sick
leave frw:n the ~ool's sick leave bank. Finally, she indicated that she

was willing to submit documentation to support her claims as to having

called the school on the ~ys in question, :broken her foo~ and applied for
leave from the skk leave bank.

XYj 80:~1 SOOZFZl/~O
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After the ~ concluded, an appeals referee determined

that the school principal's assertions tha.t Hundley JwI not phoned to

report her' absences wexe more credible. The appeals referee thus

concluded that Bundley was discharged because of attendance p~blems

and her failute to notify her employer'that she would be absent on

F8bniary 17, 18, and 24; in contravention of the eehool's policy. AccordiDg

to the appe$ referee, Bundley'a failure to notify her employex of her

inability to report to' work On those three day. C01l5tituted nUsconduct

disqualifying her froJ:P. receiving b&ne.fite undex NRS· 612.385, which

provides th8.t an employee who is discharied for work-related. misconduct

may not receive benefits. 'Bundley ac:b:ninistra.tive1y appealed.

After reviewing the evidenoe that had been 'presented to the

appeals referee, the Board of Review reversed the appeals referee's

d.eciaion, determininl:' that Hundley had credibly testified. that her absence

on the days in question was due to her and her daughter's illnesses and

that she had timely notified her supervisor of t~ absences. Noting that

Bundley was admittedly absent without leave but that nothing Elppeared

in the record. t9show that Bundley had failed to report her aheenees, the

Board cancl.uded that, for unemployment benefits purposes, mere absenca

~ting fromilln.essis not disqualifying :misconduct.

The school distri~s subsequent petition for judicial review

was denied, and consequently, it appeals.

IlISCUBSION

Whan reviewing an administrative unemployment

compen&ation decision. this court, like the district court, examines the
evidence in the administrative record to ascertain whether the Board

4
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acted azbitrarlly or capriciously, thereby abusini its discretion.1 With

regard to the Board's factual determinations, we note, that the Board

conducts de novo review of app~ referee deci.sions.2 'Therefore, when

consid.eJ:inr the Atlm;,";~tive record, the Board acta as "an independent:

trier of fact, •• and the Board's factual findings. when supported by

substantial evidence, are conclusive.8

AcCordingly, we generally review the Board's decision to

determin-e whether it is supported by ~tia1 evidence, which is

evidence that a reasonable mind could find adequately upholds a

conclusion .• In no caae may we IItWstitute our judgment for that of the

Board as to the weight of the evidence.s Thus, even tho~h we review de

novo any queetions purely oflaw,e the Board's tact-based le~al conclUBiona

IState. Em:!). Sec. Den't v. Holmes. 112 Nev. 275,2(79,914 P.2d 611,
614 (1996); see alBa NRS 283B.18li(S).

2Kraft v. Nev. &nt). See. DeJ>'t. 102 Nev. 191, 198-94, 717 P.2d 588.
585 (1986).

aState. EInD. Security v. Hilton Hote~ 102 Nev. 606, 609, 729 P.2d
497,499 (1986); see also NRS 612.530(4) (providing that, "[i]n any judicial
proceedings ...• the !incline' of the Board of Review as to the facts, if
supported. by evidence and in the absence of fraud, is conclusive"); ~
Law Dictionarv 106·06 (8th ed. 2004) (d~ "appeal de novo,"
generally, all a procedure in which the revie~ body considers the lower
tribunal's record but reviews, the evidence and law without deference to
the lower tribunal's rulings).

4:&01n;1.- v. State. Emn. See. Dep't. 112 Nev. 11, 16,908 P.2d 726, 729
(1996).

'Homes. 112 Nev. at 279,914 P.2d at 614

~ 112 Nev. at 16, 908 P.2d at 729.

5
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with regard to whether a person is entiUed to unemployment

compensation are entitled to deference. T

DiOOlU. hmns:r misconduct carries an element of wronrlulness

We have recognized that the protective purpose behind

Nevada's unemployment compensation system is to provide "temporary

8!lsisbulee and economic security to individ:ua1B who become involuntarily

unemployed. ••• To further this purpOSIl, the unemployment compensation

law, NRB Chapter 612, presumes that an employee is covered by the

system and does not allow the employee to waive his or her rights under

the system.' Because the system is Dot deaipled to provide assistance to

those perS0D8 who are deemed to have become voluntarily unemployed,

however, NItS 612.386 disqualliieB a person from. receiving unemployment

benefits "if [she] W8!l discharged from ... employment for misconduct

connected with [her] work."

Disqu.a1ifying misconduct occurs when' an employee

deh"berate1y and UDjustifiab1y violates or disregards her employer's

reasonable policy or standard, lD or ofuerwise acts in such a careless or

eState. EmD. See.. v. Reliable Health Care. 1115Nev. 253, 257, 98S
P.2d 414, 417 (1999).

9~i!l.; NRS612.700.

lOHo1mee. 112 Nev. at 282, 914 P.2d at 616 (recognizing that an
employee's deliberate violation of "a company rule rea.sonab1y designed to
protect the legitimate business interests of his employer" may constitute
disqualifying misconduct (mternal quotations omitted»; ~ 112 Nev.
at 16-16, 908 P.2d at 728-29 (noting that, esaentiaDy, before
unemployment benefits may be denied for miseonduct, it must be shown
that the act or acts Jeadmg to termination involved -an element of
wrongfulness" (internal quotations omitted».

6
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negligent m~er as to IHshowa substantial disre~ of the employer's
interest. or the employee's duties and obHptions to [her] em.ployer.-ll AB

we have previously auggested, because disqualifying misconduct must

involve an "element of wrongfulnesa,••a an empJoyee'stermination, even if

based on misconduct, does not neceesarily require disqua1ification under

the unemployment compensation law.13 Instead, deteImining whether

xniBconductdisqualifies a person from receiving unemployment benefits

"requires a separate and di.etinct analysis":1' "[w]hen anaJyzing the

concept of misconduct, the trier of fact·muet consider the legal definition

[of disqualifying mi.seonduc:tJin context with the faetua1 circumstances

surrO\Ulding the conduct at issU8."J5 Generally, then, an employee's

absence will constitute misconduct for unemployment compensation

11~ 112 Nev. at 15, 908 P.2d at 729 (qu¢;ing' Barnum v.
W;lHA'lnS. 84 Nev. 87, 41, 486 P.2d 219,222 (1968»; S88 also Holmes. 112
Nev. at 282,914 P.2d at 616 (recognizing that the repe\i.tion of acts may
show willfulness) (citing Clevenlrer v. EmDlovment Security DeD't. 105
Nev. 145, 150, 770 P.2d 866, 868 (1989»,

~ 112 Nev. at 15-16, 908 P.2d at 729 (quoting Gannan v.
~te. EmDlovmentSecurity Den't. 102 Nev. 668, 565, 729 P.2d 1335, 1336
(1986».

1SZsL.at 15, 908 P.2d at 728 (recoW'i~ng that miscand.uct warranting
termination and miacoMUct warranting a denial of unemployment
benefits are two separate issues).

BDiv. EmD. See. v. Gardner-Denver Mach.. 941 s.W.ad 13, 15 (.Mo.
Ct. App. 1997).

l~ 112 Nev. at 15. 908 P.2d at 729; see also Gardner-Denver
Mm. 94~ S.W.2dat 15.

7
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purposes only if the circumstances indicate that the absence was taken in

willful'vWlation or disregard. of a reaaonable employment policy (i&., was

unjustified and, if appropriate, unapproved),16 or lacked. the appropriate

accompanyin,g notice.1'1

.As the determination of whather Bundley's acta constituted

misconduct is, thu.s,a fact-ba.sed question of law, the Board's deciaion is

entitled to deference)' Nevertheless, the school dietriet e.sentiaD,y argues

that the Board overlooked two ways in which Bundley engaged. in

disqualifying xnisconduet: (1) she was admittedly absent eight times
without available leave, and she failed to submit evidence documentme'

that her absences were justified or approved, or that she had even applied

for additionalleavej and (2) she failed to demonstrate that she had timely

notified the school.that she would be absent on February 11, 18, and 24.

despite being aware of the school's policy that she do so.

168ae. e.ll .. Hilton Hotels. 102 Nev. at 608, 729 P.2d at 499; ~
102 Nev. at 194, 717 P.2d at 685; State. Emn. Sec. Don't v. EvI1Il8.111
Nev. 1118. 1119, 901 P.2d 156, 156-57 (1995) (reeognizing that work
absences will disqualify Ii person from receiving unemployment benefits
only if the absences·fall within the deseription of misc:onduct);gardner
Denver Mach.. 941 S.W.2d at 16 ("Violation of an emplayer's absence
policy, which may be adequate cause for dismissal, is not, standing alone,
necessarily a finding of misconduct connected with the work, 110 as to deny
unemployment benefits.").

1~ 102 Nev. at 194, 717 P.2d at 585.

18Jg"--
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The emulover bears the buxden of demonBtratingdiao>, ••liAnn2' mi8conduet

PrAI;T11m..,.uy, we note that both of the schoo1 district's

arguments arise from the same flawed premis~t Bundley was

responsible for demonstrating that her abseucea did not constitute

miaconduct. Bundley, however, did not bear the burden to demonstrate

that she had not committed disqu.aJ.ifying misconduct. Instead, the school

district carried. the burden to show that Bundley had e;qgaged in conduct

disqualif:ying her from receiving unemployment benefits undsr NRS

612.885.

As several other jurisdictions have noted in aimi1ar contexts.

the discharged employee ie not always aware of the circumstances

surrounding her dismissal, but rather, the employer is in the "'uDique

position to know the reasoDS for [the] employee's diecharge .•••1IJ Further,

"'access to the faete relating to that disc:hari:8 will be more readily

obtained by the employer than the employee. "'20 The practical result is

19Bean v. Monblng Bd. of Labor Atmea1s. 965 P.2d 256, 260-61
(Mont. 1998) (quoting Parker v. St. Mariea Plvwood. 614 P.2d 955, 969
(Idaho 1980), and noting that "a majority of states requin an employer to
bear this burden" of proving misconduct); see also KivaJu v. T,itio. Care
Centers of America. 127 P .3d 165, 167 (Idabo 2005) ("The burden of
provini' the alleged misconduct is OIl the employer."); Business Ctrs. v.
Labor & Indo ReL Cam'n. 743 S.W.2d 588,589 (Mo. Ct. App. 1988) ("[TJhe
emploYQ has the Durden of proving misconduct. _.• " (citing Clem.1JDBv.
BIache. 501 So. 2d 1020, 1022 (La. Ct. App. 1987); Santos v. Director of
Div. of Emulovment See. 498 N.E.2d 118, 120 (Mass. 1986); Eneier v.
MarshAl1 Turkev Plant.. 409 N.W.2d. 570, 572-13 (Minn. Ct. AW. 1987);
Loonev v. Unemu. Como. Bd. of Review. 529 A2d 612, 613-14 (Fa.
Commw. Ct. 1987); Shiaz?!a v. Com .. Unem.olov. CoJIlu. Bd.. ofR .. 420 A.2d.
88, 34 (pa. Commw. Ct. 1980).

20~ 965 P.2d at 261 (ql1otin~ Parker. 614, P.2d at 959). For
example, in the underlying matter, Bundlers tennination notice indicated

continued on next page ...

9
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that the employer can 'WIua1J:y more easily prove employee m.iscanduct

than the employee can disprove the employer's assertion. that ahe engaged

in such misconduct-Z1

For these reasons, and in light of the unemployment

eompensation fIYIJI;em's protective purpOBeS, as described above. we

conclude that in Nevada. if an employer asserts that a former employee ia

disqu.ali:fied from receiving UJlem.ployment benefits beca1Ul8that exnplayee

was discharged due to misconduct, the employer bears the burden of 80

proving by a preponderance of the evid.ence.22 Once the employer makes

an initial showiD&' of willful misconduct, however, the burden ahifta to the

... continued
that &he was discharged fur being absent without leave. The hearing
notice stated merely that the is8ue to be decided was whether Bundley
was di8"hA ••ged for misconducl: . .AceorcUngly, Bund1ey was not fully aware
that the 6Cbool district would aaaert that her alleged failures to notify the
school of her absences OIl. February 17, 18. and 24 were causes for heX'
discharge. We note. too, that NR8 2SSB.121(2)(d) requires the hearing
notice to include "[8) short and plain etatement of the matters asserled"
and provide. that, if the n~ce mere]y states the relevant issues, a party
may obtain by request "a more definite and detailed statement." ~ a.1:so

NAC 612.226(3) (JiJni.ting the hearinir's scope '"to issues identified in the
notice of hearjn.g, unless the parties are provided with proper notice and
the opportunity to request a continuance with reapect to other iaeuea").

Sl~ 965 P.2d at 261.

~ Dalton Brick & Tile Comuanv v. Huiet. 115 S.E.2d 748, 750
(Ga. Ct. App. 1960) (stating that an employer seeking to deny
unemploY1D.ent; bene£i.ts to an ~therwiee eligible ~loyee under an
excepting clause must prove that the excepting cIa$e applles "by a
preponderance of the evidence"}; Charbonnat v. Gerace.. 467 So. 2d 676,
679 (La. 1984) (same); ~umJ)kin v. North Central ~1ine9. I~. 209
N.W.2d 397, 400 (MimJ.. 1973) (providing that the employer must establish
disqualifying misconduct for unemployment benefits puxpoees by the
"grea.ter weight oftha evidence").

10
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former employee to demonstrate that the conduct cannot be characterized.

as misconduct within the mea.nini of NRS 612.385, for example, by

expI.ain:inK tM conduct and. showing that it Wall reaso~le and justified

under the circumstances.=

11:ere absence without leave is not disaua1ifvin2 misconduct. but an
emulover mav meet its :initial burden bv demnTl1'lf:notm ••. exceasive

: unauthorized absences

The school district asserts that, because the Board recognized

that absence without leave is misconduct leading to termination, it
, necessarily erred when it determ.iDed that no disqualifying misconduct

occurred. But. as noted above, whether Bundley's absences disqualified

her .from receivine"unemployment benefits requires a separate analysis in

~t of the definition of misconduct pertaming to the unemployment

compensation law-BundIey's conduct must have ~ in willful violation

or disregard of the school's standards.

In this vein, the school district argues that Bundley's Beven

days of absencee were unauthorized and in direct contravention or school

policy and prior school directives. With respect to the latter assertion,

that Bundley's absences violated school policy and directives, the record

does not contain the school ~ct'8 absence policy, and the directives
merely order Bundley to "(c)ome to work as assigned," indicating that, in

the past, she had. improperly uaed leave that had not yet accrued and had

2SSee. e.l1:•. Mason v. Load Inn,," Mm. Co.• 768 So..2d 649, 654 (Fla.
2000): Canral v. Review Bd. of Ind. Emu!. Soo. Div.. 428 N.E.2d 85,
87 (I.nd. Ct. App. 1981); Jrellv v. Unemulov. Cornu. Bel. of Review. 747 A.2d
436, 438-39 (Fa. Commw. Ct. 2000); Vinzinia EmplQYment Com'n v. Gantt.
376 S.E.2d 808, 811 (Va. Ct. App. 1989), QPinion adonted on en bane
rehearinJz. 385 S.E.2d 247 (Va. Ct. App. 1989).

11
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not contacted the right person to report her absencea.J4 According]y, it is

not cleu that Bundley's 2005 abaenc:es vio1ated. any policy or directive..

Moreover, even it Bundley'. absences were in violation of

school policy, the school district submitted no evidenat to contradict

Bundley's testimony as to the reaeona for the three absent:es diBcuBsed

during the hearing, _hich the Board concluded showed that the absences

We1'8justified. The school district failed to contnutiet tbis teetimony even

though it acknowledged that, at the time she was dischs.qed, Bundley had

informed the school authorities that at least some of the absences were the

result of her daughter's illne88.B According1y, the school district Wled to

show that Bundley, whom the law presumes iB an employee covered by the

system, deliberately and UD,justifiably violated any school absence policy.

UBundley, when testifying before the appeals referee, indicated that
the schoors policy was to allow up to five consecutive days' absence before
an;y action. to discharge the employee was taken. which did not occur here.

26~ Crov v. Divisign of Emtllovment Securitv. 187 S.W.3d 888, 893
(Mo. Ct. App. 2006) (recognizing that absences due to illness or emergency
are generally not considered willful misconduct, especially when reported,
and that when the employer fails to provide evidence of its relevant
policies and the alleged misconduct, including whether a;n,yclaimed illness
existed, no disqualification is warranted); RandolDh M. James. P.O. v.
Lemmons. 629 S.E.2d 324, 882 (N.C. Ct. App. 2006) (notimr that an
emplayeehas little control over absences caused by illness, so that
disqualification may not be warranted therefor). We note that the record
contains i:w indication that the school di8trict even requested·
documentation as to Bundley's or her daughter's illnesses and doctors
appointments. See eeneraDv NAC 612.225(2) (providing that, upon
showing necessity, a party may obtain a lfUbpoena).

12
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and the Board's decision with regard to the alleged policy violations is

based on substantial evidenoo.J8

With respect to the school district's former WI8erlion, that

Bundley was absent without authorization eigllt times within

approximately one month, however, it is unclear whether the school

district met its initial burden. Aa recognized by the Supreme Court of

Florida, when an employee is absent without authorization, that conduct

is inherently detrimental to the employer's interests in efficiently

operating its business.2'1 ABd if ~ unauthorized absences are many,
thcir excessiveness tends to show a willful d.isreprd of such interesta.

Accordingly, if an employer shows ~ clear pattern of unauthorized
absenteeism, a preswnption of willful misconduct arises, which can be

rebutted oWy if the former employee shows that the absences did not

constitute misconduct within the mean:inc'of NRS 612.385.28

Here, the Board failed to consider whether Bundley's
admitted·to unauthorized absences were excessive, and thus whether the

school district met its initial burden to prove willful misconduct."

2e~ }Vri~ht v. State. Deu't of Motor Vehicles. 121 Nev. 122, 126,
110 P .3d 1066, 1068 (2005) (re<:o1V'~'7..;ngthat substantial evidence can be
"'iIrl'erentially Bhown by [a] 1!i!&k. of [certain] evidence'· (quoting ~
Reno v Estate of Wells. 110 Nev. 1218, 1222, 885 P.2d 545, 548 (1994))),

~ 75880. 2d at 653.

SBI!i. at 654 (noting that, before the burden will be sbifted to the
former employee. the employer must present "satisfactory proof ... of a
serious and identifiable pattern of excessive absenteeismj; ll!.. at 656
(pointing out that the employer's burden of proving excessive
unauthorized a.bsenteeism.is a "heavY"one).

29Wenote that Bundley submitted evidence ahowine'that she joined
the sick leave bank the following school year, and she indicated that she

continued on next page •..
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Further, although. Hundley then testified that as to th1I JlDDvoluntary
nature or the three absences em which the school district bued ita

argumeats during the administrative hearing, it is unclear whether the

other five absences in 2005 were jUBtifiable,as they were not discussed.

during the ••nn.;T1;J:<trativehearing. Since :neither the appeals referee nor

the Board adequately considered this issue, we reverse the district court's
deci8ion and remand this matter with instructions that the court remand

the matter to the Board for further proceedi.np with respect to this
isaue.34

When conflictinl! testimonv exists. misconduct is not necessarilv
demonstrated bv an alle2'edfailure to reDon absences

Regarding the allegation that Bundley failed. to notify the

school ctistrict of her last three absences, we re~ that even if

•.. continued

thought that she would be able to obtain additional leave therefrom to
tXYVer her January and February 2005 a.bsences. In revie~ thie issue
on remand. these assertioIlB should also be considered in determining
whether the school district met ita burden.

30See.e.E.• isL.at 655·56 (concl.udinethat the employer's proof that
the former employee had mur absences, foUl'late arrivals, and one ea:r1y
quitting tim.e was sufficient to sh.owwillful misconduct, but discussing,
with approval,· the trial court's conclusion in Blumetti v. Unem'Dlovment
An'DealsCom'n. 675 So. 2d 689, 691 (Fla. DiBt. Ct. App. 1998). that the
employer failed to meet its initial burden of showing excessive
absenteeism when'some ofthe absences relied upon where not shown to be
the former employee's fault); see also Tallahaasee Primarv Care v. Florida
!lAQ, 930 So. 2d 824 (Fla.. Dist. Ct. App. 2006) (~u~ that the
employer presented competent evidence of excessive and unauthorized.
absences, but that the former employee had rebutted the premunption of
misconduct ari.si1lg therefrom by showing that her absences were due,
among other things, to her sick child).

14
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Bundley's absences th&m.selves do not constitute misconduct. .-any

unreasonable failure on her part to notify the echoolthat she was going to

be absent could show a substantial disregard of her employer's interests 80

as to disquaIiIy her from receiving unemployment benefits under NRS

612~385.1J1The school<li8trict, however, did not show that Bund.leyfailed

to timely report her absences. Although the school's principal initially

testified that Bundley had not called in on February 17, 18, and 24, she

later testified that she could' not recall whether Bundley had called., and

that neither the assistant principal nor the school secretaries could

:teD16xn.berany calls from Bundley OIl those da,ye,either .• Bund1ey,on the

other hand, iDsisted.that she had telephoned.on each of the three days in

question and had spoken once with the assisbmt principal and twice with

the p:dncipal. Accordingly, as the Board was £roo to rely on Bundley's

testimony,J2 its determination that BUIldleyis not disqualified due to any

failure to 'notify her employer is entitled to deference.

Sl~ 102 Nev. at 194.717 P.2d at 686.

aZThe school district also argues that the Board's decision was
arbitrary and. capricious because, even though it considered no additional
evidence, it ca.me to the opposite credibility determinations as did the
appeals referee, without any grounds on which to do so. See Reno v
~te of Wells. 110 Nev. 1218, 1222, 885 P.2d 545. 648 (l994)
(recognizing that "'arbitrary" and ·capriciOUB"have been defined, in the
governmental action context, as "an apparent absence of any grounds or
reasons for the decision'" (quoting Tiehe v. Von G1>erken.108 Nev. 440,
442-43, 88S P.2d 1135, 1136 (1992)). As noted above, however, the Board
is free, during its de novo review, to review the evidence without deferrinr
to the appeals referee's conclusions. Further, the Board's decision to
afford the school's principal'e testimony less weight was not unreasonab1s:
although Bundley asserted that she had phoned the school to report her
absencas, the principal merely could not recall whether she had received
anyealls, and the school district did not provide any additional evidence

continued em ~ page ..•
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CONCLUSION

As the employer challenging its former employee's right to

receive unemployment benefits, under NRS 612.385'8 disquaJification for

mieconduct Proviaion. tbB school district bore the burden' of

dem.ODBt:rating,bya preponderance of. the evidence, that Bundley

committed the alleged misconduct. As the school district did not show, ,

that Bundley engaged in misconduct disqualifying her from receivine

unemployment benefits with regard to school policy and clirective

violations 'or with respect to non.notification. the Board's determination

that Bundley was not disqualified from receiving benefits on theee

grounds is based on Bubstantial evidence and is thus entitled to deference.

Because the appeals :referee and the Board failed to adequately coUsider

the school district's assertion that disqualification was warranted based on

BundleYs excessive una.uthorized absences, however. we reverse the

district court's otder denyine-judicial review, and we remand this matter

to the district court so that it may remand the matter to the Board for

further proceedings comrlatent with this opinion.

/~
Hardesty I

J,

, J.

J.

-
••-
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This Nevada Supreme Court Decision is being provided to show the

state's application of misconduct provisions regarding

separations due to compelling family reasons.

c c·

. IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

"""!

LINDA GARMAN, )
)

Appellant, )
)

vs. )
)

STATE OF NEVADA, EMPLOYMENT .)
SECURITY DEPARTMENT: STANLEY )
JONES, Executive Director: )
LAS VEGAS AREA CAMP FIRE )
COUNCIL, INC., )

. )
Respondents. )

)

No. 16829

FilED

~h)~~~
CLERK OF SUPREME COURT

.. \

I
.i

I"

I

Appeal from order denying judicial review for the

denial of unemployment benefits. Eighth Judicial District

Court, Clark County; Stephen L. Huffaker, Judge.

Reversed.

Graves, Leavitt, Cawley & Koch,
Las Vegas,

for Appellant.

Jeff Eskin, Las Vegas,
for Respondent State of
Nevada, Employment Security
Department.

Crowell, Crowell, Crowell &
Susich and Daniel O'Brien,
Carson City; and Steven Marzullo
and William Phillips, Las Vegas,

for Respondent Camp Fire
Council.

o PIN ION

PER CURIAM: .

This. action wa·s originally brought when Garman filed

a request for. a hearing before the Appeals Referee of the

Nevada Employment Security Department (~ESDM) after receiving

notice from ESD that her claim for unemployment benefits was

denied. The referee entered a decision .affirming the action of
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.:~ppealed \.0 the Board· of Re~iew. C dThe Board of Review adopte

the findings of fact .of the Referew and affirmed his decision.

The Board of Review decision was appealed to the

district court by a petition for judicial review. On July 17,

1985, the trial court entered its order affirming the de·cision

of the Board of Review and dismissing the petition.

Linda GarI:lanwas employed by .Las Vegas Area Call1pFire

Council, Inc. as a Program Director on January 23, 1984. Prior

to being hired· for the position, .Garman told the .Executive· .

Director of CampFire that she. could not work from 8:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. and that she could only work from 6:00 a.1:I.to 2:00·

p.m. The Board of Directors of Camp Fire voiced their support

for Garman and approved the individualized schedule.

Garman was employed. 4 1/2 months with "the Camp .Fire

Council. During that time she experienced four .changes in her

immediate supervisor. During the tenure of each supervisor,

Garman worked from 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

On June 4,. 1984, Garman rece"ived a memorandum from

her new supervisor, Judith Dobson, stating that her new hours

would be from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Garman reported to work. ~.
the next day at 8:30 a.m. and had her performance evaluated by

·Judith Dobson. During this meeting, Dobson told Garman she

would be required. to work th~ newly assigned schedule. Garman

told ·Dobso~ tha·t she could not do this because of school ~nd

family commitments •. Immediately after this meeting, Dobson

suspended. Garman witho~t pay pending termination. The grounds

for the suspension were insubordination and unprofessional

conduct.

Subsequently, on June 8, 1984, Dobson officially

terminated Garman for a long list of infractions. The sale

justification for denial of employment benefits, as determined

by the Appeals Refere., was th~t Garman had committed

misconduct by refusing to work the newly assigned schedule. The
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(
Appeals Referee deemed this to be the proximate cause of her

termination. After unsuccessfully exercising her appellate

rights at the Board of Review'and at the district .court, Garman

filed the instant appeal.

The issue in this appeal is whether Garman's refusal

to work reassigned hours constituted misconduct, as a matter of

law,'under the facts of the instant case.

The Appeals Referee's decision, which was upheld by

the Board of Review,. held that misconduct is defined as "a

deliberate violation or a disregard of reasonable standards,

carelessness or negligence showing substantial d;sregard of

duties." Barnum v. Williams, 84.Nev. 37, 436 p.2d 219 (1968).

In reviewin~ the decision of an administrative board, this.

court, like the district court, "is limited to the record below

and to the determination of whether the board acted arbitrarily

or capriciously." McCracken v.Fancy, 98 Nev. 30, 31, 639 P.2d

552, 553 (1982) •. If the agency determination is based on

substantial evidence, the inquiry ends, for neither this court

nor the district court is at liberty to substitute its judgment

for that of'the agency. Id.

When analyzing the concept 'of misconduct, the trier

of fact must consider the legal definition, Barnum, in context

with the factual circumstances surrounding the conduct at

issue. Misconduct then becomes a mixed question of law and

fact. Jones v. Rosner, 102 Nev.__ , __ P.2d__ (Adv. Opo. No.

49, May 28,1986). Findings .of misconduct must be given

deference similar to findings of fact, when supported by

substantial evidence in the lower court. Id. For example, the

violation of a work rule, not accumulating excessive numbers of

tardies/early leaves, 'was deemed not to be misconduct when

vie.•.•ed in light of the reasons for the early tardies/early

leaves (iilness, tak.Irig care of a terminally ill mother and
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appearing in court). Tynes v. Uniroyal Tire Company, 679 P.2d

1310 (Okla. Ct. App. 1984).

Nevada decisions have stated that the employee's

conduct ~hich prompted the termination must have an element of

wron~fulness in order to constitute misconduct so as to prevent

the terminated employee from receiving unemployment benefits.

In Lellis v. Archie, 89 Nev. 550, 516 P.2d 469 (1973),. this

.,.

.' ':,1~.-"

... "

..~~;:!
'.~::::
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court held that a casino changemak.er did not commit an act of

misconduct by refusing to work at a less favorable work station

when in the past the casino had used a rotation system to allow

alJ. changemakers to rotate from the worst t5?best stations •

This court held that ·wan objection to the change of stations by

Lellis lacked any element of wrongfulness. W Id. at 553, 516
P.2d at' 471 •

The.activitiesof Garman and the circumstances of her

employment must· be analyzed to see if there is an element of

wrongfulness, sufficient to support a determination of
misconduct.

When Garman accepted employment with Las Vegas Area

Camp Fire Counc.il, Inc., she conditioned her employment on

being able 'to work from 6:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.M. This was

I·

i
!

specifically approved by ·the Camp Fire Board over the
. , ,

objections of the existing Executive Director.

Many cases can be cited which indicate that refusing

to work new hours. other than" those initially' agreed upon under

an employment relation~hip by contract or at will, does not

constitute'misconduct. See .Iade vo, Hurley, 515 P.2d 4"91(Colo.

Ct. App. 1973) (no misconduct found when 'an .employee refuses to

Vork. newly as~ignedSun~ay. shift); Trunkline Gas Co. v.

Administrator, Dep' t ElTlployrnentSecuri ty, 364 So.2d 1365 (Va.

Ct. App. 1978) Crefusal 'to work, a different shift, was not

niisconduct when' er.1ployer had~iicwed employee to work on a
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St. Germain v. Adams, )77 A.2,d 620 (N.H. 1977) (employee's

refusal to work n~w Sunday shift was not misconduct, ev~n

absent an employment contra.ct);Hulse v. Levine ,393 N.Y.S.2d

386 (N.Y. '1977) (refusal to work unexpected overtime is not

misconduct); In re Watson, 161 S.E.2d 1 (N.C. 1968) (refusal to

work another shift, absent an agreement to do so, is not

misconduct when on employee has a small child to care for);

Neff v. Com. Unemployment Compensation Bd., 407 A.2d 936. (Pa.

Comm. Ct., 1979) (refusal to work a new shift or ,on Saturdays

was not,wilfullmisconduct).

While no express contract for -employment existed

between the parties in the instant case, nor was an employment

contract mentioned in th'efindings of fact or argued to the

court until Garman's final reply brief, her case' is similar to

the'aforecited cases in which courts have found that a refusal

to work newiY,assigned hours was not misconduct~ even absent an

agreement for specific working hours as a condition 'o~

specifically conditioned her employment upon working an

individualized ,schedule.
"I

.:,i

employment. Garman's case is even stronger because she

This court has ruled that when an employee receives?

shift ,change and then responds by eventually not showing up for,

work, such evidence in'the record substantiated the ruling of'

no entitlement to benefits. State Employment Sec. Dept. v.

~leber, 100 Nev. '121, 676 P.2d 1318 (1984). '~upheld the

Board of Review's determination'that the employee VOluntarily

left his jOb without good cause.

Garman's case, however, provides no basis, for a

determination of misconduct in refusing to work under a

rearranged time schedule. Her original time schedule was

,specifically approved by the 'Camp Fire board of directors

pursuant to el':\ploymentnegotiations. Garman was attending

,.J",t un ••.:;i "".1 ,..l.:t..~c"'c:· •.•.!h.,-.J.. -'.'~""'~ h, ...", ,......._~1; ....•. -..-' _,.: .•..•.. "''":_
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schedule.

(
She was contemplating taking more classes in the

future.' On the day she was directed to begin working from 8:30.

a.m. to A:30 p.m., .she cam~ to work at 8:30 a.m. and thereafter

explained her problem in maintaining the new schedule.

When viewing the facts of this case with other

similar decisions, it is certain that Garman's refusal to work

new hours did not· constitute misconduct. There was no

substaritial evidence of wrongfulne~s in Garman's actions.

Therefore, .the judgment of the lower court must be. reversed •

.ESD alleges that the refusal to work assi9ned hours

is universally r~cognized as misconduct~ Garman did not refuse

to work assigned hours, she refused to acquiesce to a change in

her condition of employment. Our holding is thus confined to'

the 'narrow facts and circumstances of this case and does not
.. I .

provide condonation for an employee's wrongful refusal to work
. I - .'

according to time schedules fashioned by employers •.
I . ,

Since Garman's refusal to accept and work the revised
. I

time schedule invoked by her new supervisor did not constitute
.. I .

misconduct under the facts of record', we reverse the judgment

of the distJictcourt and remand with instructions to order ESD
I

to provide Garman her appropriate unemployment benefits.

.1
- j

},
~,

Steffen

, c.J.

,
J.

,. J.,
J.

,
J.

Depu~_v.1

At.t.est.: A fc·J 1, t :""<: :tr.d Correct Cop·y•
. J·ud1t.hFount-5. b, ,-~_Gl'::of t~lC!S'.J:>rOCleCourt
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